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System Name:

Game ID:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

EGIGame

15699

Video Slot

85.51%/85.95%, 90.07%/90.77%, 
92.13%/92.69%, 95.11%/95.87%

High

50 Lines

3,000 x bet

14.17%

€0.10

€100.00

Features

- Free Spins
- Scatter
- Wild

Game Info

Join the enchanting Egyptian goddess Cleopatra in Cleopatras Pearls on a quest for hidden 
treasures as you spin the reels adorned with pharaohs, and the sacred falcon. With a chance 
to win up to 3,000 x your bet, the allure of Cleopatras Pearls awaits!

The main attraction is the Free Spins feature, activated with 6 or more Scatter symbols. 
During Free Spins, the Scatters become sticky on the reels, and each one has a random 
value added to your winnings. But that's not all. Look out for special Scatters that offer 
unique features.

Embark on a treasure-filled journey with Cleopatras Pearls and unearth the secrets of 
ancient Egypt while chasing extraordinary wins!

Cleopatras Pearls

Free Spins

6 or more Scatter symbols trigger Free Spins, which will be played on 6 rows. At the 
beginning of the session, only the lowest 3 rows plays. Scatters are sticky during the Free 
Spins while each Scatter resets the remaining Free Spins Counter to 3. The Free Spins ends 
if all Free Spins are played, or all positions are filled by neither Special Scatter nor 
unopened chests. 

Scatter

     • Pearl Scatter: During Free Spins, pearls transform a reveal a random value.
     • Arrow Scatter: Activates the lowest non-activated row, the new row will also pay now.
     • Plus Scatter: Increases the reset-counter by 1.
     • Adding Scatter: Adds some winning to up to 5 pearls.
     • Multiply Scatter: Multiplies the pearls x2.
     • Summerize Scatter: Summarizes all pearls and the value will be added to the win.
     • Chest Scatter: If the chest is activated, after 10 rounds it will open, when opening 
        a chest, a jackpot will be received. 
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